Unique, enchanting, unspoilt…
Explore this secret corner of Far North
Queensland and rediscover yourself.
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Embark on an adventure
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Awaken your spirit of adventure on
a spectacular flight over the Coral Sea
to the heart of the rainforest and the
delightful seclusion of Bloomfield Lodge.
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A magical journey
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From the moment you arrive at the VIP lounge to board your
privately chartered plane for the scenic flight from Cairns, you
know this is going to be no ordinary holiday experience. Flying
north along the dazzling Queensland coastline you glimpse tiny
deserted islands, the pristine white sails of the occasional yacht and
a kaleidoscope of aquamarine along the fringing coral reefs. Before
long, the vast tropical lushness of the World Heritage listed Daintree
Rainforest unfolds below, and with a short outback drive, a gentle
boat cruise downriver and across Weary Bay, you are welcomed into
the soothing oasis that is Bloomfield Lodge.
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As one of Australia’s most exclusive luxury retreats, a member
of Small Luxury Hotels of the World and ranked No1 in Forbes
Magazine as the ‘Worlds Best Remote Hotel’, Bloomfield Lodge
guarantees nothing but the best during your stay. Whether you want
to explore or simply unwind, Bloomfield offers the opportunity to
indulge all your senses and refresh your mind, body and spirit.
The friendly warmth, courtesy and thoughtfulness of our staff, with
attentive yet unobtrusive service, will guarantee you a comfortable
and relaxing stay.

Understated luxury
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A glass of local wine perfectly chilled;
crisp bed linen and soft pillows; hand
picked flowers and freshly baked
pastries…
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Nowhere else in the world do two World Heritage sites sit
side by side; with the Daintree Rainforest right outside
your door, and the wonder of the Great Barrier Reef
just across the bay, Bloomfield’s unique location brings
you closer to some of Australia’s most incredible plant,
animal and marine life. From delicate orchids to strangler
figs, red-cheeked parrots to lorikeets and clownfish to
dolphins, this is nature at its most exuberant.

. .yet beautifully remote

Despite its remoteness, tucked
away between the rainforest and
the sea, this extraordinary hideaway
indulges both body and soul, with no
compromise on life’s little luxuries.
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Rediscover yourself
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Arriving on a high from your exhilarating
journey, after even a brief stay you will
leave feeling rested and revitalised.

Unhurried by the pressures of the outside world, have your senses
awakened by an orchestra of birdsong, the fragrance of tropical flora
and views to take your breath away. Embracing the natural beauty
of the rainforest, Bloomfield’s aura of calm will soon take over,
while any remaining tensions can naturally be soothed away with a
relaxing massage.
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If you are keen to discover more
about the unique environment
around Bloomfield Lodge,
knowledgeable guides are on hand
to answer all your questions on
fascinating rainforest walks and
meandering boat trips into the
surrounding wilderness. Many
amateur anglers get lucky casting
a line from the end of the
Bloomfield Lodge jetty; why not
make best use of the twilight by
taking a cool, crisp glass of wine
with you and try your hand as the
sun sets across Weary Bay?

Relax..
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Unwind by the pool, stroll along a deserted beach, take
a cruise on the Bloomfield River… or perhaps indulge
your spirit of adventure, just a little, with a spot of fishing,
a rainforest walk or a magical trip to the Great Barrier Reef.

. .and enjoy!
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Your private sanctuary
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Bloomfield Suite

Our 17 individually designed natural timber retreats encircle the main lodge, each

Closest to the Coral Sea, idyllically
located with glorious uninterrupted
views of Weary Bay, the generously
appointed and exquisitely designed
Bloomfield Suite exudes peace and
tranquility. Promising the ultimate in
privacy and seclusion, soak up the
serenity of the rainforest on the spacious
verandah, while away blissful afternoons
in the private hot tub or unwind on the
outdoor day bed.

site specially chosen for its naturally beautiful surroundings. Each guest room and
retreat has a verandah with stunning views of the rainforest and Weary Bay.
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Deluxe Retreat
Beautifully positioned on the hillside away
from the main lodge, these individually
designed and spacious retreats have
solid timber floors, large private seafacing
verandahs with day beds and spectacular
views over Weary Bay and the rainforest.

Hideaway
Individually designed with colonial-style
elegance, the beautifully appointed
Hideaways provide complete privacy
and seclusion. Located on the hillside
away from the main lodge and enjoying
stunning views across Weary Bay, each
Hideaway is idyllically located for its
naturally beautiful surroundings.

With colonial-style elegance, first class amenities and
idyllic settings, the guest rooms and retreats are your
personal haven throughout your stay with us.

All uniquely furnished, the generous
layout of these individual cottages and
large verandahs with private hot tubs and
outdoor day beds mean that guests often
find themselves reluctant to leave their
Hideaway.
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Queenslander Room
These high-ceilinged, spacious rooms
are situated in a pretty terrace of four
overlooking Weary Bay, perfectly sited
to catch the sea breeze. Each room has
a generous verandah and outdoor seating
for relaxing after the day’s activities.
A separate suite, spread over two floors
with a shared bathroom, offers family style
accommodation for up to four guests.

Rainforest Room
Adjacent to the main lodge area, the
Rainforest Rooms provide comfortable
accommodation within easy reach of
all the main facilities with views of the
rainforest and partial sea view.

All rooms have:
• En suite bathroom
• Ceiling fan
• Thoughtfully stocked mini bar
• Natural timber floors
• Tea and coffee making facilities
• Direct dial telephone
• Complimentary drinking water
• Mosquito nets
• Bath and beach towels
• Hairdryer
• Premium organic toiletries
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Delicious, varied and always freshly prepared, meals at
Bloomfield Lodge will become one of the many highlights
of your day. Savour a mouth-watering array of dishes
from around the world, as well as local delicacies,
from spicy Asian-style creations to succulent North
Queensland seafood, exotic game to juicy barbecued
steaks. Immaculate presentation offers a feast for
the eyes as well as the palate.
Start your day with a buffet of fresh fruit and juices,
homemade pastries and hot dishes prepared to order.
Lunch is a delicious set menu or one of our gourmet
picnics for those out on an excursion, while the set
evening menu is a tantalising three-course dinner
or a sumptuous barbecue buffet.
All meals are included in the price of your stay and
are served in the wonderful al fresco dining room
overlooking the pool and gardens. The dinner party
atmosphere offers a chance to mingle and get to
know your fellow guests over a bottle of wine.

For those in search of a little extra privacy, our timber
gazebos, located on the pool deck with magnificent
views over Weary Bay, provide a perfect option for a
romantic, candlelit dinner beneath a canopy of stars
accompanied by the gentle sounds of the rainforest.

Inspired cuisine..
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Combining fresh, local ingredients, a dash of Aussie
authenticity and plenty of creative flair, Bloomfield
Lodge’s chefs inspire even the most discerning palate.
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Spa
Bloomfield Lodge’s Spa Sanctuary offers the ultimate
treat to complete your rejuvenation. Choose from a
range of soothing treatments including massages,
scrubs, facials, manicures and pedicures, all provided
by the expert hands of our qualified therapists.

Pool
Adjust your pace to tropical time and stretch out
with a good book beside the tranquil pool, perfect
for a refreshing dip, complete with inspiring views
over the bay.

Games Room & Gym
Whether your game is darts, pool, table tennis, chess
or backgammon; the Games Room is an ideal place
to while away an hour or two. Looking out at the rich
foliage of the rainforest, our gym is a beautiful place
to work out. Enjoy the collection of fitness equipment
including exercise bikes, running machine, multi-gym
with weights and exercise mats.

Library
Browse our extensive collection of books and journals
with special emphasis on the ecology of the rainforest
and local history in the Endeavour Room. We also keep
a large stock of paperbacks for your poolside reading
and have a television and a selection of DVDs for your
enjoyment..

Mulligans Bar
Named after respected explorer and gold prospector
James Venture Mulligan, Bloomfield Lodge’s wellstocked bar is the perfect place to relax and exchange
tales of the day’s adventures over a refreshing drink or
two. The help-yourself-and-keep-a-tab honour system
reflects the informal, homely ambience and the bar is
open all hours for your convenience.
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More than you can imagine
Fishing
The Bloomfield Lodge jetty is the ideal place for
a leisurely spot of fishing (as well as to watch the
magnificent sunsets). Equipment, and a little
friendly advice if required, is available free of
charge to anyone who wants to try their hand.
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Explore. .

Two of our most enjoyable excursions, complimentary for
stays of four nights or more...
River Cruise
Said to be the prettiest river on the Coral Coast, the
Bloomfield River is also home to a fascinating eco-system
and a diverse mix of native wildlife. Our two hour relaxing
cruise takes you upriver as far as the local Aboriginal
community of Wujal Wujal, with plenty of opportunity to
admire the magnificent birdlife, and maybe even spot a
flying fox or a crocodile or two!
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Guided Rainforest Walk
One of the most naturally diverse areas on earth, the World
Heritage Listed Daintree Rainforest has remained virtually
untouched for millions of years and exploring it is an
unforgettable experience. Led by a highly knowledgeable
guide our rainforest walks, offer a fascinating insight into
the mysteries of the tropical rainforest, home to over a fifth
of Australia’s bird species and some of the world’s largest
and most striking butterflies.
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Set where the World Heritage Daintree Rainforest meets
the Great Barrier Reef National Park, Bloomfield Lodge’s
unique environment simply begs exploration. We offer a
wide range of exciting excursions further afield, priced
separately so that you can include as much or as little
activity as you please during your stay.

Discover
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Mount Louis Cattle Station

Arguably the most picturesque
cattle station in Far North
Queensland with a very diverse
ecosystem of rainforest,
wetlands, ancient paperbark
forests and of course pastures
that fatten some of the finest
Brahman steers in Australia.
Mount Louis was also one
of the very first properties in
Queensland to grow sugar
cane and the ruins of the old
homestead can still be explored

Boat Fishing and Guided
Bird Watching

Keen anglers or those who
want to try their hand can
enjoy some of the world’s finest
game fishing out on the Great
Barrier Reef, or amongst the
local creeks aboard our custom
designed vessels. Alternatively
if your interest lies in birdwatching we can offer a
specially guided tour, tailored
to your preferences.

Cooktown & Laura

Discover a little of Queensland’s
heritage with a trip to the old
pioneer town of Cooktown, a
popular tourist destination with
many attractions.
Alternatively, a 30 minute flight
from Bloomfield Lodge takes
you to the outback village of
Laura, with the world famous
Aboriginal cave paintings dating
back over 25,000 years.

Great Barrier Reef

Enjoy a magical day on the
Great Barrier Reef, aboard our
purpose built catamaran, the
Bloomfield Explorer, visiting
one of three locations on the
Great Barrier Reef with our
knowledgeable guides you’ll
have the chance to snorkel
and fish. Away from the
crowds this is a very special
and personalised way of
experiencing this amazing
natural wonder.

Bloomfield Falls

This local waterfall provides
an idyllic spot for a picnic and
is reached by 4WD through
magnificent scenery. Enjoy an
interpretive talk by a member of
the local Aboriginal community
and learn the spiritual
significance of the falls and how
for thousands of years they have
used the surrounding land for
medicines and food. Perhaps
even try some bush tucker.
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